Abstract. Memetic algorithm, as a hybrid strategy, is an intelligent optimization method in problem solving. These algorithms are similar in nature to genetic algorithms as they follow evolutionary strategies, but they also incorporate a refinement phase during which they learn about the problem and search space. The efficiency of these algorithms depends on the nature and architecture of the imitation operator used. In this paper a novel adaptive memetic algorithm has been developed in which the influence factor of environment on the learning abilities of each individual is set adaptively. This translates into a level of autonomous behavior, after a while that individuals gain some experience. Simulation results on benchmark function proved that this adaptive approach can increase the quality of the results and decrease the computation time simultaneously. The adaptive memetic algorithm proposed in this paper also shows better stability when compared with the classic memetic algorithm.
Introduction and related works
Increasingly, complex systems in different domains raise challenging problems which cannot efficiently be solved with conventional methods. The quest for a solution to these kinds of problems has led researches to use soft computing techniques, by which they can obtain near optimal solutions [5, 6] . Genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the earliest and most renowned metaheuristics successfully applied on many real world problems [13] [14] [15] [16] . Genetic algorithms, like many other metaheuristics, such as particle swarm optimization, explore large areas of search space and locate local minima in early iterations but slack off in trying to find the global optimum [1] ; this behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Another major problem these metaheuristics face is their instability. Due to their stochastic nature they may produce quite different results in different runs of algorithm [5] . Among many contributions made to overcome these problems and aiming to improve their performance, another family of metaheuristics, called memetic algorithms, has attracted many researchers. A memetic algorithm, henceforth called MA, is a hybridization of a global optimization technique with a cultural evolutionary stage which is responsible for local refinements [17, 26] . It is reported in the literature that the marriage between global and local search is almost always beneficial [1] [2] [3] 18, [23] [24] [25] . Memetic algorithms are also known in the literature as Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithms, Hybrid GAs, Baldwinian or Lamarckian Evolutionary Algorithms, Cultural Algorithms or Genetic Local Searchers. As biologists put it, a gene is the unit of heredity in a living organism via which the physiological characteristics such as eye and hair color is passed from parents to offsprings. First used in 1976 by Richard Dawkins [4] , memes are cultural analogues to genes, in that they are responsible for transmitting the behavioral characteristics such as beliefs and traditions [2] . Biologists believe that genes in a chromosome are (normally) intact during their life span, while psychologists argue that memes are from a more dynamic nature, and they can improve and change under the influence of the environment they are exposed to. Actually the cornerstone of memetic algorithms is that individuals can improve their fitness by means of imitation.
To implement this concept in the computational framework, several approaches have been suggested such as multi-meme MA [17, 19] , coevolving and self generation MA [20] and multi-agent MA [21] , but the mainstream is to conduct a type of local search around each possible solution's neighborhood within a predefined radius [5] [6] [7] . In the rest of this paper we will consider GA based memetic algorithm but the results can be extended to the most MAs as well. Regarding the interaction of genes and memes in the memetic algorithm evolution process, two main strategies can be witnessed; in memetic algorithms based on Lamarckian theory, the results obtained from imitation operator overwrite the genes. In other words, individuals are strongly affected by the environment and the change in their aptitude is disseminated via the alteration in their genes. In Baldwinian memetic algorithms genes and memes are stored separately [3] as illustrated in figure 2. In this strategy, genes are utilized in the reproduction and memes are utilized in the process of choosing the chromosomes. Hence, among chromosomes with similar fitness, those who have better solutions in their neighborhood have higher chance of reproduction [3] . It is well established that pure genetic algorithms cannot easily fine tune the solutions in a complex search space [1] , whereas if they are coupled with an individual learning procedure capable of performing local refinements the results will be promising [8, 9, 22] . Benefitting from both Darwinian evolution and domain specific heuristics, memetic algorithms not only balance the generality and problem specificity, but also render a good methodology to trade off between the exploration capacities of underlying GA and the exploitation capabilities of local search heuristic. In the other hand this translates into more computations, more time and loss of diversity within population [10] . As an example, with a classic hill climbing algorithm, for a chromosome with n genes if each gene can take 3 different values, then in each iteration 3 n different neighbors must be checked. To ameliorate these drawbacks, we first propose an adaptive imitation scheme and then we study the performance of variations of hill climbing search strategy in conjunction with the adaptive imitation.
Beside their strengths, memetic algorithms also have their limitations. This paper addresses two major issues related to memetic algorithm design and performance. First issue is designing an appropriate local search scheme for the problem at hand. For some problems it is very difficult to define a neighborhood mechanism for a point in the search space. Furthermore, local search strategies usually bear high computational time [11] . Second issue is setting the imitation operator parameters. In this paper first we propose an adaptive scheme to define the intensity of imitation operator. Then the effect of this adaptive scheme has been studied on different variations of hill climbing local search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the technological innovation of this paper for sustainability. In section 3, the proposed adaptive imitation operator is evaluated and different local search strategies are studied. The simulation results are also discussed in this section. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.
Technological Innovation for Sustainability
This work impacts on sustainability when we are challenged by finding optimal solutions for increasingly complex systems (mostly in terms of dimension of the search space) in different domains, which cannot be efficiently solved with conventional optimization methods. These problems can range from water resource optimization, control and optimization of renewable energy systems, supply chain management and risk management in sustainability proactive strategies. The quest for a solution to these kinds of problems has led researches to use soft computing techniques, by which they can obtain near optimal solutions [13] [14] [15] [16] . Memetic algorithms are a class of meta-heuristic algorithms which combine a global optimization technique with a cultural evolutionary stage responsible for local refinements [5] . In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive memetic algorithm, where the influence factor of the environment, on the learning abilities of each individual, is set adaptively. This translates into a level of autonomous behavior. In summary, we first propose a memetic algorithm, which includes an adaptive imitation scheme, and then we study the performance of variations of hill climbing search strategy in conjunction with the adaptive imitation. With the improved performance achieved by proposed memetic algorithm we can solve the above mentioned problems more efficiently and achieve better results.
Research contributions and simulation results
As mentioned earlier, the structure of local search algorithms imposes a high computational cost, which is exponential. Simulation results verify that the performance of memetic algorithms is highly dependent to the neighborhood size. For example in a problem with continuous values for genes, smaller neighborhood radius (up to a threshold) leads to better solution, but the price is increased number of evaluations and much computational time. Hence, a dynamic imitation rate in which the neighborhood size is adjusted based on the iteration can guide the searching strategy more wisely. To calculate the imitation rate in continuous search space, equations below are presented: where t is the current iteration, T is the maximum number of iterations and a is the adaption coefficient. Imitation rate diagram for different values of a is illustrated in figure 3 .
The metaphorical concept suggests that imitation can be feckless in some situations, i.e. impulsive imitation misleads the evolution process. Each person during his life span benefits from the interactions with the environment as means to improve his competency in the society, but the scale to which he is influenced from the environment usually decreases as he grows older. In the proposed imitation adaption scheme, diversity of the population is estimated by the iteration number. In the first iterations population should be as diverse as possible to cover all searching space, but achieving final iterations diversity of solutions decreases. In this scheme the imitation rate of individuals decreases along the evolution process. This will not only reduce the unnecessary evaluation of neighbors, i.e. increase the speed, but it also regulates the exploitation rate and leads to improved solutions.
Hill climbing local search has been one of the most used canonical imitation operators, suitable for continuous search space [3, 18, 25] . In the following section different variations of hill climbing algorithm is evaluated and the simulation results are discussed. In these simulations the imitation rate is calculated adaptively using equation 1 and equation 2. To make comparisons we use Ackley test function. Numerous local minima in the search space of this function have made it one of the popular bench mark functions for the assessment of evolutionary algorithms [5, 7] . Equation 3 represents the Ackley function in n-dimensional space: Taking into account the stochastic nature of evolutionary algorithms, for each simulation we run the algorithm 30 times and get the best solution and average of the solutions to compare the algorithm performance. Variance of the solutions is also presented to assess the stability of algorithms; smaller variance indicates that solutions obtained from different runs of the algorithm are closer to the average index. Time index indicates the average time a single run of algorithm takes. For all memetic algorithms used in our study, properties of GA part are the same.
Complete hill climbing imitation--In this algorithm all possible neighbors of a chromosome are generated and evaluated and the best neighbor replaces the current chromosome. The search continues until there is no any neighbor better than current state of the chromosome. The simulation results obtained from 30 runs of the algorithm are provided in table 1. To calculate the imitation rate equation 1 and equation 2 are used. Adaption coefficient is set empirically for each problem space. Since the number of iterations required for imitation operator is not predictable and the computational cost is exponential, running time for this algorithm differs in various runs and even the algorithm may end up acting like a complete search. First-best hill climbing imitation--Contrary to the complete hill climbing search, this algorithm stops the search procedure as soon as a neighbor better than current chromosome is found. In the worst case first-best hill climbing search is like complete hill climbing search, but the simulation results in table 2 show that the running time of this algorithms is improved compared to the previous one. Single-step hill climbing imitation--This imitation operator considers a hill climbing search with only a single step (iteration). After all the neighbors of a chromosome are evaluated, best neighbor (if any) replaces the current chromosome and search stops. Since each imitation operation is a single step forward, the computational time of the algorithm in different runs is the similar. Simulation results are provided in table 3. Table 4 provides the simulation results to compare an enhanced GA with elitism, standard GA based memetic algorithm (MGA) and single-step memetic algorithm (SSMGA) together. It can be seen that the memetic algorithm with single-step hill climbing search and using the adaptive imitation outperforms other algorithms both in computational time and in the performance. 
Conclusions and Future Works
Memetic algorithms, being the most famous hybridization method, successfully improve the performance of their underlying global search algorithm. They effectively improve the stability and fine tune the algorithm to converge to the global optimum. Two major issues that MAs suffer from are increased computational time and designing appropriate imitation operator which defines the neighborhood function. Points that are locally optimal with respect to one neighborhood structure may not be with respect to another [12] . In this paper first we introduced an adaptive scheme to determine the imitation rate. In this scheme the capacity of individuals to be influenced by the environment is reduced as they grow older. By studying different imitation structures, we introduce a single-step hill climbing search strategy coupled with adaptive imitation. Improvements in quality of results and computation time are usually conflicting objectives. Simulation results show that the proposed approach not only improves the efficiency of the memetic algorithm, by fewer neighbor evaluations and less computing time, but it also improves the performance by achieving better results. This verifies that excessive imitation can potentially distract the algorithm from global convergence.
Proposed contributions have been developed for problems with continuous search space, using genetic algorithm and variation of hill climbing algorithm, but the concepts can be extended to discrete domain and using other metaheuristics. Future research will further address the automatic fine tuning of the adaption coefficient.
